The New York Academy of Art is a graduate school that combines intensive technical training in the fine arts
with active critical discourse. We believe that rigorously trained artists are best able to realize their artistic
vision. Therefore, Academy students are taught traditional methods and techniques and encouraged to use these
skills to make vital contemporary art. As such, the Academy serves as a creative and intellectual center for all
artists dedicated to highly-skilled, conceptually-aware figurative and representational art.

Painting III: Synthetic Painting (P603-3)
Melanie Vote
melanie.vote@faculty.nyaa.edu
Monday, 9:30- 12:30 pm (instructed), 2-5pm (uninstructed)
Room # 501

Course Description and Purpose
Building upon Painting I and II, this course addresses the problems of composing and executing multifigure paintings. The course examines strategies for the continued development of technique and its
relationship to content and image making. Issues of transposing figures to imagined or constructed
spaces and general pictorial compositional development will be addressed. Lectures and demonstrations
may also be given and examples of multi-figure composition throughout history will be discussed.
3 credits
Core Learning Outcomes
• Ability to compose and execute multi-figure paintings
• Development of technique and its relationship to content and image making
• Ability to transpose figures to imagined or constructed spaces
• Ability to synthesize outside content with perceptual painting to create unique works that
explore an individual vision
• Development of a larger compositional pictorial vocabulary
Additional Learning Outcomes
Students will create three multi-figural paintings while simultaneously beginning to identify his/her own personal
iconography through a series of guided projects that encourage growth, experimentation and independent

thinking. These pieces will be a synthesis of implied content combined with perceptual painting with an emphasis
on developing a larger compositional pictorial vocabulary. Supplementary written exercises and preparatory
studies will be created as steps to reach the goal of being able to fulfill one’s vision. Examples of by both historical
and contemporary artists will be examined to best illuminate ways in which to construct complex
images/compositions. Further individual research by the students, of both historical and contemporary modes of
picture making will be a vital part in developing awareness of varying processes of image making. Ultimately,
students will have researched and explored strategies to adopt in order to synthesize images and create unique
works that explore an individual vision.

Course Requirements
On the first day students will give a brief presentation containing images of past work as an introduction. With in
the first week student must attend a museum followed by a trip.
Students will complete three medium sized paintings along with supporting preparatory compositional/color
studies and writings describing thought process and intended visual narrative. Group visits to museums and
galleries as well as individual research and out of class assignments can be expected. Although emphasis is placed
on individual process, the course will require a commitment to attend all uninstructed and instructed lectures and
demonstrations. Additionally, participation in group critiques and as well individual critiques are vital components
of the course. Students can expect to spend at least 3-6 hours on homework outside of class each week.

Evaluation (Students’ grade will consist of the following)
50% Achievement of Learning Outcomes (evidence of understanding concepts)
25% Classwork and Homework (quality and effort of work)
25% Participation (willingness to contribute to peer critique, overall engagement in class)

Grade Scale:
4.0

A

Work of the highest quality

3.7

A-

Work of high quality

3.3

B+ Very good work, better than average ability

3.0

B

Good work, satisfying course requirements

2.7

B-

Below average work

2.0

C

Well below average work, lowest passing grade

0.0

F

Failure

I

Incomplete

W

Withdrawal

Preliminary Outline
Individual Studio visits as well as a group Museum trip will be the make-up class for Monday September
2nd (Labor Day)
•

Friday Sept. 13th PM 6- 9pm
Tentative Museum Trip

•

Saturday September 14th 10am-2pm.
Tentative Studio Visits

Week One, September 9th
Class Overview, Presentations as Introduction.
To begin each participant will provide a brief presentation of two of his/her own paintings along with two images
of other artist’s work who have been of influence. (Organize these four images on a flash drive) Work may be from
the first year at NYAA or before entering graduate school.

Weeks Two-Six (September 16th- October 7th)
Painting #1 Tableau Process: Maquette/Model
The First painting involves a perceptual response to an in class tableau set up with figures, a complex
space and narrative structure. During this first exercise students will bring in objects of personal
significance to combine with and create his/her own constructed narrative upon the arrangement of
models. A historical painting will be the inspiration and spatial aid for this painting. An Indirect technical
method during the first painting is encouraged, substrate possibilities discussed.
th
Class Critique October 14

Weeks Seven-Ten(October 14th- November 4th)
Painting #2 Research/ Looking Outside One’s self Process: Collage: Digital or by Hand
The Second painting will require research and documentation of an actual observed location outside of
the studio to be used as a naturalistic setting for a figurative composition. Model(s) will be provided in
class for students to document references according to the needs of their setting. A Direct or Classical Alla
Prima painting method will be suggested.
th
Critique November 11

Studio Visits Scheduled *
Weeks Eleven- Fourteenth (November 11th- December 2nd)
Painting Three/ Making the Impossible Possible Process: Self-directed

The Third painting will be based on an imaginative concept with the figurative subject placed in a “reconstructed reality”. Thematic sources can be pulled from memories, dreams, history, books, movies and
or imagination. References will be explored for setting the image in a fully realized time and space. Model
sessions and studio physical set ups will be used for gathering references according the student’s
compositional needs.

Weeks Fifteen Final Critique December 10th (all paintings from the semester reviewed)
Students will choose to employ methods, Indirect, Direct or a specified combination of the two painting
methods, along with the best-suited substrates and materials for Second and Third painting
assignments. The use of perceptually based sketches, reference drawings, and color sketches, along with
experimental photographic documentation, collage, model building or digital tools will be employed to
fully realize their artistic goals.
Required Materials
Sketch book/Journal
Full set of oil paint, brushes and other mediums needed
3 medium sized substrates
Small substrates for in-depth studies
Bibliography of Required and Suggested Readings Class Blog:
http://melanievote.com/painting-iii/
Biography of an Artist of Choice
New York Academy of Art Model Etiquette Policy
When working with a nude model it is always important to make that person feel secure and safe in the
studio. Any changing room areas should be kept free of debris. Do not store furniture, prop items, etc in
the models changing area. Keep the classroom door closed at all times when the model is posing as the
classroom space should be private. Students working from the model should take care when entering
and leaving the classroom.
Never touch the model. It is important to treat the model like any person would like to be treated. That
means respecting personal space. If you need the model to move for you, ask the instructor, class
monitor, or teaching assistant who will direct the pose setup. Directing the pose setup should be done in
a courteous manner.
Always be respectful. Any laptop computers, cell phones, etc, must be put away during class time and
should never be in use when the model is posing. If you must make a phone call or respond to a text,
please leave the room.
New York Academy of Art Attendance Policy (from the student handbook)
Due to the instructional rigor invested in many of its courses, the Academy has specific attendance
requirements for both instructed and uninstructed sessions (studio sessions).
Instructed Sessions
Attendance at instructed sessions is mandatory. The individual instructor is responsible for taking
attendance and may fail any student who has missed four or more instructed classes. Students must
notify the instructor in writing if they know in advance they will be absent from a particular class, and

ask the instructor to specify what course content (readings, and assignments) will be covered during
their absence. Students are responsible for making up class work during all periods of absence and may
request permission to perform comparable study, which may be granted according to the discretion of
the instructor. Each instructor may augment the Academy’s attendance policy with additional
expectations.
Uninstructed sessions
Attendance at both instructed and uninstructed sessions is mandatory for the courses listed below. In
the event that absences from uninstructed and instructed sessions amount to eight or more, the
instructor may fail the student (with four absences from instructed sessions warranting a failure, as per
above).
•
•
•
•
•

Structural Anatomy
Figure Drawing I
Figure Drawing II
Painting II: Indirect Painting
Sculpture II: Perceptual Modeling

For the other courses in the curriculum, attendance policy for uninstructed sessions is determined by
the individual instructor.
Tardiness
Unexcused tardiness or early departures from class will be counted as absences.
New York Academy of Art Audit Policy (from the student handbook)
Auditing will only be permitted in classes that are not fully enrolled at the start of the semester.
Students who choose to audit a class will only be allowed to enroll up until the point that the maximum
number of students allowed for the class has been achieved. Students must have the permission of the
Faculty Chair to audit a class.

New York Academy of Art Plagiarism and Copyright Policy (from the student handbook)
The Academy holds to the highest standards of academic conduct and honesty. Plagiarism and
copyright infringement will not be tolerated. Plagiarism, or the use of another’s work, words, or
expressions without attribution or permission, includes paraphrasing in a form close to the original.
Whether the sources being borrowed are published or unpublished, or in print or on the Internet, they
must be cited. Plagiarism can result in suspension or expulsion from the Academy. Likewise, the
Academy attempts to combat unauthorized distribution of copyrighted material. It is illegal to violate
any of the rights provided by copyright law to the owner of the copyright, although there are limitations
on these rights, including the doctrine of “fair use.” The Copyright Act of 1976 can be found at
http://www.copyright.gov/. The doctrine of “fair use” is largely governed by case law. Students with
questions concerning copyright and fair use can ask the Academy librarian for further direction.
Downloading copyrighted material from the Internet without permission is also illegal. Students should
not use the Academy’s or their personal computers to distribute copyrighted material without the
permission of the copyright owner. Under certain circumstances, the Academy may be compelled to
disclose violations of law by its students and faculty.

New York Academy of Art Disability Policy
The Academy is committed to fostering a learning, living, and working environment that is accessible for
individuals with disabilities in compliance with federal, state and local law.
It is the Academy’s policy not to discriminate against any qualified applicant, student or employee
because of such individual’s disability or perceived disability so long as the applicant or student can
meet the essential requirements of the course or degree or the employee or applicant can perform the
essential functions of the job. Consistent with this policy of nondiscrimination, the Academy will provide
reasonable accommodations to a qualified individual with a disability who has made the Academy aware
of his or her disability. The individual may be asked to present medical documentation of the need for
accommodation. Academy personnel will work with the individual to identify and provide reasonable
and appropriate accommodations as needed.
Upon request, individuals with disabilities will be provided with reasonable accommodations to permit
them to avail themselves of the complaint procedures relating to claims of prohibited conduct.
An employee, applicant, or student who has questions regarding this Policy or believes that he or she
has been discriminated against based on a disability or that an accommodation request has not been
appropriately addressed should notify the Title IX Coordinator. No individual will be retaliated against
for requesting an accommodation.
Procedures for Requesting Reasonable Disability Accommodations
Students seeking reasonable accommodations, modifications of policies, practices or procedures, and/or
auxiliary aids and services for a disability should contact the Director of Student Affairs. When the need
for accommodation can be anticipated, students should request accommodations in advance of the
need and ideally at least six weeks before the beginning of the semester. In the event the Director of
Student Affairs is unavailable, such requests should be directed to Title IX Coordinator. Contact
information for the Director of Student Affairs is:
Noelle Timmons, Director of Student Services
111 Franklin Street, New York, NY 10013
Email: ntimmons@nyaa.edu; Phone: (212) 842-5963

